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When I proposed an 
idea for English 
teachers to do a joint 
magazine with our 5th 
grade students, I had 
no idea this magazine 
will become so 
amazing. You will find 
fascinating book and 
film reviews and 
stories about famous 
people here. These 
stories will take you 
to many parts of the 
world. There’s 
something ancient and 
something 
contemporary.   
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Book 
Reviews 



Book Review  
The Famous Five  
Author – Enid Blyton 
  

“The Famous Five” is the best series of books I have ever 
read. It is written by Enid Blyton, a very famous British 
writer. It has mainly five lead characters. They are Anne 
who is the youngest, Timothy or Timmy the cutest dog, 
Georgina also known as George) the fastest and the 
strongest, Julian- the eldest and also most cheerful and 
Dick the smartest. Julian is the main character who takes 
care of his cousins. I like this series because it meets all the 
expectations that I have from a perfect book. The language 
is quite simple and can be understood by everyone. It has 

 

 

 

By 

 Vidhi Chokhada 
From Indore, India 

 

the best adventure, good comedy and 
better sense of humour than all the 
other books. Adventure story lovers can 
read and feel the real experience of the 
characters in this book. I recommend 
this book to all the children of my age. 



"The Hunger Games" (book 
version) 
by Taaniel Tõnnis from Põltsamaa, Estonia 

The Hunger Games universe is a dystopia set in Panem, a 

North American country consisting of the wealthy Capitol 

and 13 districts in varying states of poverty. A 16 years old 

girl named Katniss (who lived in 12 state and its the last 

state because the 13 they resisted and were killed 

(SPOILER ALERT not all of them were killed(and if you 

want to get that book then you have to go do the 

Põltsamaa library))) 

The harvest festival was 

about to begin, so they put on 

their prettiest clothes (which 

weren't the prettiest) and went 

out into the middle of the ... 

ermm i dont even know whats 

that thing is? There was SPIN 

THE WHEEL where everyone's 

names were on it and those 

whose names were pulled out 

had to go to the hunger 

games.  



Katniss name was there 20 (because if you 

dobule your name every year and if you want to 

get free oil and something more you have to triple 

your name) and shes little sister name was only 1 

only one time. Firstly were girls AND GUESS WHO 

PULLED OUT OF IT?????? ALL OVER THE 

THOUSAND NAMES THEY PULLED OUT OF IT 

Katniss little sister name (President Snow fix your 

game😐 ). So Katniss little cute sister were 

coming to the center but shes big sister Katniss 

(who is very brave) were there faster and wanted 

to be the hunger games player by herself. And the 

boy player was the biggest the most strongest 

guy she ever seen. So the guards took them to 

the train station to get on the train and they drove 

to the Capitol. There they were trained and and 

dressed up (like 5 days) and then they were sent 

to the arena. The match was about to start. 60. 

59. 58. 57. 57 seconds later... 

 



GOOOOOOOOOOO!!!!! and the match started there 
were weapons, food and supplies all over the arena 
start. Katniss too one backpack with full of food and 
started running one girl just throwed an knife to 
Katniss and she died... SIKE she was alive and not 
been hit by the knife and she run like an 40km and 
then were going to sleep. And in the morning she 
wake up started looking for water and didnt found it.  

The next day. WATER??!!! no just a pile of sand. And 
what was over the pile of sand???!!! Just an pile of 
rocks... And what was over the pile of rocks??!!! 
WATER!!! And then she heard that. Footsteps!! And 
guess who it was? The biggest and the strongest 
boy and Katniss become friends😐 .  

So they invented an cheatcode (you really thought 
that i am gong to say that😐 hahahhahahhaha 
hahahhahahahhaha eeeee no) and won the game 
together. And now they are rich😐 . And they drove 
home with the train and they were in love😐 (only the 
boy). End of the first book. In my opinion it one of 
the best books i have read. 

 



Book Review  
Great Stories for Children 
Author - Ruskin Bond 

 
  

The book “Great Stories for Children” is a collection of 
many amazing and classic stories which are very simplistic 
and heart-warming. There are stories of all kinds, some are 
moral value based, some are amusing and some are an 
inspiration from our daily lives. Reading this book was a 
great delight. It can be a fresh and joyful experience for all 
the young readers. We can also relate these stories to our 
own own lives as they have a personal touch. I feel that this 
book is a good start for beginners. It engages children and 
helps develop their interest in reading books. Although all 
stories are very interesting but my favourite one is "The 
 

 

                                                                                      

 

 

 

Thief's Story". The interesting and 
unexpected twist in the plot kept my 
curiosity on the peak. I really enjoyed 
reading this book and I would surely 
recommend others to read it. It is one of 
the best collection of stories. 
 

 

 

 

 

By  
Raghav Jhansiwale 

From Indore, India 



Book Review  
Charlie and the 
Chocolate Factory 
Author - Roald Dahl 
 
  

‘Charlie and the Chocolate Factory’ is one of the best books 
written by Roald Dahl, a famous writer of books for 
children. It’s a must read for fiction lovers. It revolves 
around a young and poor boy Charlie Bucket. Charlie gets 
the golden ticket to join a small group of contest winners 
for a tour to the factory of the candy maker Willy Wonka. 
Wonka has a hidden agenda behind this tour that would 
reveal only after the five children in the group show their 
true colours. Eventually, Charlie, wins the final prize. 
Wonka wants Charlie and his family to live with him in the 
factory and to take over the factory when he gets old. 
 

 

By  
Dhruti Kulkarni  
From Indore, India 

The main idea of the book revolves 
around the social issue of the gap 
between the poor and the rich. I typically 
like the flavours of humour and fiction 
that clearly reflect in the book. I would 
recommend it to children of all age 
groups to read and enjoy it.  
 

 

 



Book Review  
Case Book of Sherlock 
Holmes  
Author - Sir Arthur Conan 
Doyle 
 
  

Books are our best friends. They impart knowledge and 
enlighten our mind. In this book review I am going to share 
about the 'Case Book of Sherlock Holmes'. Sherlock Holmes 
is a clever and sharp minded detective. He has a friend 
named Watson who helps him and is a doctor by 
profession. The book has several adventure stories but the 
one I like the most is the 'Adventure of Mazarin Stone'. In 
this story a precious stone gets stolen. The detective finds 
the thief and his accomplice but could not find the stone. 
He tries to follows the thief in disguise to find it; but fails. 
Finally, he thinks of a plan and succeeds in his mission. I 

By  
Anika Pandey 

From Indore, India  

liked the way the detective planned his 
strategy and how he proved himself in 
front of the people who doubted his 
brilliance and talent. The book raises the 
suspense and interest of the reader and 
makes it easy to imagine it in front of 
eyes. In my opinion it is indeed the most 
adventurous and extraordinary book I 
have ever read. 
 



Book Review  
Save The White Whale 
Author: Elisabetta Dami  
 
  

“Save The White Whale” is a book with an adventurous 
story. The book is about Geronimo who wants a break so 
he plans to visit a beach named “The Bay of Whales”. 
However, when he reaches there, his vacation turns into a 
disaster. There are many funny stories in the book, that is 
why it is one of my favourite books. This book is a quick 
read and thus fun. This book is nice and inspiring. It shows 
nature-friendly ideas and talks about ways in which we can 
make our contribution to save the nature. I came to know 
about many types of whales through this book. I think that 
this book is really fantastic. I believe that that the book is 

By  
Tanvi Dubey 

From Indore, India 

very interesting for those children who 
loves to read fun and adventurous 
stories. 



Film 
Reviews 



Peter the Rabbit 
by Andreas Alev from Põltsamaa, Estonia 

 

The main character is Peter. He was an adventurous 

and curious rabbit with long ears. Peter was cunning 

like a fox and wise like a man Finally, Mr. Gregor came 

and drove them away. Peter and his brothers and 

sisters went to Mr. Gregor's vegetable garden. They 

stole the fruits of the kitchen from there. They planned 

how to steal vegetables. They decided they wouldn't.  



 

 

Later, Peter went home and saw his 

brothers and sisters. Later, Peter went 

away and disappeared. Peter visited 

another hare and took Peter to his 

burrow. In my opinion this movie was 

exciting and i liked it. It was instructive 

not to steal the things of others. 



Film Review 
RRR 
Oscar Award 
Winner for Best 
Original Song 
‘Natu-Natu’ 
 

The movie ‘RRR’ short for ‘Rise Roar Revolt’ is directed by 
S.S. Rajmouli and produced by D.V.V. Danayya. The main 
cast of RRR includes Ram Charan,  N. T Rama Rao Jr., Ajay 
Devgan, Alia Bhatt, Olivia Morris, Ray Stevenson and Alison 
Doody. This is an epic action-drama movie. It is a story 
about two Indian revolutionaries, Alluri Sitarama Raju and 
Komaram Bheem who fought against the British rule and 
Nizam of Hyderabad respectively. This movie is a great 
entertainer and everyone has done a remarkable job. The 
thing I enjoyed the most was the song ‘Natu-Natu’ which 
has an electrifying dance choreographed by Prem Rakshith. 
This movie is one of the best creations by S.S. Rajmouli. In 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

this movie, for the first time Ram Charan 
and N.T Rama Rao are working together. 
I personally recommend this movie for 
all the action lovers. In my opinion, this 
movie is amazingly good as the actors 
have done a great work and thus has 
become one of my favourite movies till 
date. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

By 

 Vaani Gupta 
From Indore, India 



 
 
 

Star Wars 

Attack of the Clones      By 
Konstantinos K. 
Esenior class    

 

        

As a fan of star wars movies, I really liked the attack of the 

clones. If you like sci-fi and adventure films I suggest you 

watch all the movies including the ones that are not in the 

trilogy [except the last three because they’re bad (personal 

opinion) ]. I believe I like this one in particular, because the 

plot is interesting, it has decent special effects and the actors 

performed really well. In addition they introduce the clones 

who I like a lot due to their armor, weapons and vehicles. I 

also liked the battle of Geonosis arena and the second battle 

of Geonosis (fan fact: Geonosis is the Earth in the star wars 

universe). 

 

Panagiotis Xanthakos 
Oropos, Greece 



Top Gun Maverick 
by Kaspar Lind from  
Põltsamaa, estonia 

Top gun 2 was the sequel 

to the top gun 1. The film 

talked about USA air force 

best pilotes training 

program. It was very 

disciplined school. Tom 

Cruise played the main role 

in the movie, he is my 

favorite actor. In the film 

they wanted to attack 

Russian secrate base, 

because they had 

dangerous nuclear 

warheads in the base. The 

training was very hard 

because the radar was 

very high tech.  

They had to fly in 

mountains very low. 

When they did training 

flight one pilot got a 

birdstrike he almost 

died but he didn't. i 

think he was very 

brave. finaly they 

attacked the base. 

Maverick got hit. He 

stole a plane from 

enemy base. But he 

got back safe. I think it 

is very cool movie. 

According to Common Sense Media this 
film is suitable for age 12+  



Film Review  
Taare Zameen Par 
Bollywood Movie  
 
  

 “Taare Zameen Par” is a famous Bollywood movie 
produced and directed by Aamir Khan.  The lead actors in 
the movie are Aamir Khan, Darsheel Safary, Tisca Chopra, 
Vipin Sharma, Sachet Engineer. This movie revolves around 
a boy named Ishaan Awasthi who faces “Dyslexia”, a 
learning disorder. Ishaan’s parents fail to understand his 
problem. Later on, Ishaan’s art teacher identifies and helps 
Ishaan overcome his problem. He makes Ishaan’s parents 
aware about that too. I believe that this movie is an eye 
opener for all those parents and teachers who fail to 
understand the problems of their children. 

 

 

By  
Sanvi Punjabi 

From Indore, India 

The movie provides an insight into a 
learning disability commonly found 
amongst students. This is one of the best 
movies I have watched till date. It 
inspires me a lot and I personally 
recommend it to be viewed by all the 
parents, teachers and children too.  

 

 

 



All of us are dead 
by Revon Elmend from Põltsamaa, Estonia 

 
The film talks about a zombie apocalypse in a 

South Korean city Hyosan high school. So it all 

started because of that 1 girl who went in a 

classroom and got bit by a hamster. After that 

had happened she started feeling things and 

the science teacher saw it and  

locked her in a room.  

 
After that the 

apocalypse started in 

the cafeteria. The virus 

was spreading like the 

speed of light. 

Everyone was 

screaming and they 

were running for their 

life.  



Then that one class got together and tried their best 

to escape the school. Many characters died but 

there were 4 hambies (hambie's are half humans 

and half zombies) Then the main character 

transformed into a hambie or he died. Then the 

class escaped the school and the village right next 

to it.  

 

The military was surprised to see students coming. 

But then the military was even more surprised to 

hear the students surviving all that. 

 

In my personal opinion I think that it was a great film 

because there were some funny,sad and nerve 

tickiling scenes. I recommend watching this movie 

because its the most realistic zombie film ever 

filmed and its like an emotional roller coaster while 

watching it. 

According to Common Sense Media this 
film is suitable for age 15+  



Film Review  
Ramsetu  
Bollywood Movie 

 
  

The movie ‘Ramsetu’ was released in the year 2022. Ram 
Setu is a film about the existence of Ram Setu Bridge that 
connects India to Sri Lanka. The film revolves around the 
questions that  whether Ram Setu was built by man or by 
God (lord Ram). This movie tries to explain about Ram Setu 
and presents the religious beliefs along with the 
archaeological facts. I really loved the way how Akshay 
Kumar's character tries to find the truth behind Ram Setu 
till the end. Scientists went to Sri Lanka crossing the giant 
sea to find most suitable proofs. The team proving it                
man-made finally won the fight. Ashay Kumar in the role of 
an 

 

By  
Mayra Meena 

From Indore, India  

archaeologist has done a really good job. 
Nushratt Bharucha as Akshay Kumar's 
wife has acted beautifully. Jacqueline 
Fernandez, Satyadev and Pravesh Rana 
have also acted well in the movie. In my 
opinion it is a wonderful movie and a 
must watch. 
 



Zombie Land (movies) 
by Amina Hubrii from Põltsamaa, Estonia 

Zombieland is an American zombie comedy film directed 

by Ruben Fleischer. In the US, the film was released on 

October 2, 2009, in the CIS - on October 8. Official 

website.Filming started in the spring of 2009 and lasted 

only forty-two days. 

Initially, the script of 

"Zombieland" was 

planned to be 

adapted as a TV 

series. Before the 

start of full-scale 

filming, the creators 

shot a short one-

episode version of 

the film work.  



In the role of Columbus, 

the studio saw "Twilight" 

star Taylor Lautner, but 

the movie bosses could 

not come to an 

agreement with the actor. 

D. Eisenberg entered the 

game. 

It was 
released in 
2009 and in 
2019. I really 
liked the 
movies, very 
interesting 
and at the 
same time old-
fashioned. 

According to Common Sense Media this 
film is suitable for age 17+  



Film Review  
Life of Pi 
Academy Award Winner 
  

Life of Pi, directed and produced by Ang Lee is an Academy 
Award Winner for best cinematography, director, music, 
and visual effects. The lead actors are Suraj Sharma, Tabu, 
Irfan khan, and Adil Hussain. The storyline revolves around 
a boy who was teased because of his name Piscine Mortal. 
Irritated by it,  he took a ship to Canada with zoo animals at 
the age of sixteen. In the middle of the journey, his ship 
sank because of a storm. With his wisdom, he came out on 
a lifeboat with a tiger who were the only survivors on the 
deck. The film is suitable for kids as it is available in 3D. This 

 

 

 

By  
Harsh Sharma 

From Indore, India   
 

story is inspired by a book written by 
Richard Darkson. It teaches us how to 
survive in the greatest odds. I also learnt 
not to lose hope after watching this 
movie. 
 

 

 

 

 



The Poseidon Adventure (1972)  
by Oliver Pajula from Põltsamaa, Estonia 

The film talks about a 

natural disaster on new 

year's eve. On new year's 

eve 1972 the SS Poseidon 

is on a cruise in the middle 

of Atlantic. There is a 

massive party in the ships 

ballroom and people are 

having a lot of fun. Then 

suddenly there is a massive 

tsunami and it hits the ship 

and it flips 180 degrees. A 

group of people thought 

that they can escape soo 

they tried. Five of the seven 

people managed to survive 

the disaster and escaped 

the sinking ship. the coast 

guard helped them get of 

the ship. 

 the coast guard helped     

them get of the ship.I think 

that "The Poseidon 

Adventure" is a great film. 

The film feels like your 

inside the film too. I also 

think that the people who 

tried to escape the ship are 

very brave for doing so. 

 

According to Common 
Sense Media this film 
is suitable for age 
13+  



Film Review  
Chakde India 
Bollywood Movie 

 
  

‘Chakde India’ is a blockbuster film based on the real life of 
the famous hockey player Mir Ranjan Negi. It is a sports 
drama directed by Shimit Amin and the famous producer 
Aditya Chopra. The script is written by Jaideep Sahni. The 
talented cast includes Shahrukh Khan as Kabir Khan, Vidya 
Malvade, Shilpa Shukla, Sagarika Ghatge and Chitrashi 
Rawat. This movie revolves around Kabir Khan (Shahrukh 
Khan), once a hockey star and the captain of the Indian 
hockey team. Kabir Khan steps in to take the responsibility 
as the new coach of Indian women hockey team. Seven 
years ago, he was accused of being disloyal to the country 

By  
Kinish Jain 

From Indore, India  

during a game and was branded a traitor. 
The rest of the movie shows how he 
takes Indian women hockey team to a 
new hight and how he regains his lost 
dignity.  I would recommend this movie 
to all the sports lovers. It’s a great movie 
which fills you up with patriotism. 



Famous 
People 



My sister is awesome 
by Partik Peussa  from Põltsamaa, Estonia 

My sister Carmen Peussa is one of the   best streamers 

in Estonia. Sheś player name is Carms. She has his own 

channel where she plays and comments in English. She 

has many followers in Estonia and abroad. She has 

participated in many gaming competitions and earns 

money from it. I think she is very good and skilled. She's 

better than a lot of guys. I also want to play as well as 

she.  

 



When she's not playing, she likes to ride horses. She has 

also participated in horse riding competitions and won 

prizes. She rides more in the summer and streams in the 

winter. She is fun. 



  



Famous Person 
Rani Laxmi Bai 
Freedom Fighter of India 

Rani Laxmi Bai, the Queen of Jhansi popularly known as 
‘Jhansi Ki Rani was a great freedom fighter of India. Queen 
Lakshmi Bai is very well known for her bravery. She comes in 
the list of the bravest queens in history.  I have always been 
very fond of her for her boldness. Despite being a girl and 
born in a conservative society, she always stood with 
confidence and courage. She was always fantastic in archery 
and sword fighting. She has been my role model from my 
childhood. I miss no chance to know about her. No matter if 
it's a video or a movie, I am always ready to explore new 
things about her. One thing which inspires me the most 

 

 

about her is that even when her husband 
bowed in front of the Britishers, she 
never got scared of them and looked 
right into their eyes. She then went on to 
fight against them for the freedom of her 
nation. In my opinion, every girl should 
be fearless and bold like her and should 
never tolerate injustice.  
 
   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

By  
Chahak Baid  

From Indore, India 



 
 
 

 

“Iron” Mike Zampidis 

By Fotis G. 
Dsenior class    

 

        

The amazing fighter Mike Zampidis is Greek. Michalis “Iron 

Mike” Zambidis was born on July the 15th 1980, and he is a 

professional Greek kickboxer and martial artist. He has trained 

in Shotokan, Kickboxing, Boxing, Muay Thai, Wrestling and 

Pankration.  In my opinion he is the best in his field. I think he 

is one of the most famous martial arts fighters all around the 

world because of his achievements. He holds 17 world titles! 

 

 

  

 

Panagiotis Xanthakos 
Oropos, Greece 



Tom Holland 
by Uku Lauk form Põltsamaa, Estonia 

Tom Holland is in films such as 

Uncharted, Spider-Man: Far 

from Home and more. He was 

born on June 1, 1996. Tom 

Holland lives in London. Tom is 

a recluse and does not want to 

be in the public eye. Holland's 

career began at the age of nine, 

when his mother took him to 

dance training. Holland made 

his film debut in the disaster 

drama "The Impossible" (2012). 

Holland achieved international 

recognition in several different 

films. Holland has directed a 

short film and dubbed animated 

films in English. I believe that he 

participates in the best films. I 

mean he's the best actor in my 

opinion. 

 

Photo by Gage 

Skidmore,  



 
 
 

Mbappe 

By Konstantinos G. 
Asenior class    

 

        

Kylian Mbappe Lottin (full name) is a very strong and famous 

worldwide football player. He was born in the 20th of December 

1998. He began his career from Monaco FC and now he is in 

PSG. His contract expires in 2025. He is considered the fastest 

football player in the world. In my opinion he is better than 

Messi or Ronaldo. He is only 24 years old and he has broken 

many records during his career! 

Panagiotis Xanthakos 
Oropos, Greece 



Famous Person         
Dr. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam 
Former President of India  
 
  

Avul Pakir Jainulbaden Abdul Kalam also known as                      
A.P.J. Abdul Kalam (October 15, 1957 - July 27, 2015) was 
an Indian aerospace scientist and statesman. He served as 
the 11th Indian President from 2002-2007. He was born in 
a poor Muslim family in Rameshwaram, Tamil Nadu. He 
went on to study Physics and aerospace engineering. He 
spent the next four decades as a scientist mainly in Defence 
Research and Development Organisation (DRDO) and 
Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO). He was 
intimately involved in India’s military missile efforts. He 
thus came to be known as the ‘Missile Man of India’. He 
 

 

By  
Tanvi Jha 

From Indore, India 

received many awards from the Indian 
government including the highest civilian 
honor the Bharat Ratna in 1997. I admire 
Dr. Kalam because despite his struggling 
childhood, he became successful with his 
hard work and determination. Dr. Kalam 
is truly an inspiration for all the 
youngsters.  

  

 



 
 
 

Antonio Vivaldi 

By Theodora C. 
Esenior class    

 

        
Antonio Lucio Vivaldi (4 March 1678 – 28 July 
1741), was an Italian composer and violinist who made tons 

of amazing musical artwork like his most popular one, “The 

Four Seasons”. In my opinion he left a decisive mark on the 

form of the concerto and the style of late Baroque instrumental 

music, as numerous people these days still listen to it. Vivaldi 

was such an excellent violinist, that in 1703 he was appointed 

violin master. He had perfected the form of what would 

become the classical three-movement concerto and he had 

also contribute in establishing the fast-slow-fast plan of it. He 

also made nearly 50 operas of which 16 survive complete. To 

sum up, Antonio Vivaldi was one of the most talented musical 

composers in history, as his pieces would express such 

energy, passion, lyricism and dramatic effects which rapidly 

passed into the general language of music! 

Panagiotis Xanthakos 
Oropos, Greece 



Famous Person  
Sudha Murthy 
Philanthropist  
   
 
  

Sudha Murthy is one of India’s most well-known female 
figures. She is an Indian educator, author and 
philanthropist who is the chairperson of the Infosys 
Foundation. She has always been a great inspiration for 
the youth. She has written many spectacular books which I 
love to read. She is also been awarded with Padma Shri 
award for her social work. Sudha Murthy has written over 
24 books which include non-fiction novels, technical 
books, travelogues and memoirs. In my opinion she is a 
great author, a great visionary who sees the world from a 
different perspective which always inspires me. She 

By  
Kunjal Nehlani  

From Indore, India 

believes in simplicity and practices the 
same in her life. She is a bold woman 
and never hesitates to express herself 
honestly and fearlessly. She is a 
wonderful and confident person. She 
always tries to motivate others in a 
positive way through her work. 



 
 
 

Odysseas Elytis 

By Eleni M. 
Dsenior class    

 

        

Odysseas Elytis was one of the most important poets in 

Greece. He was born in Crete 2th of November 1911 and he 

was awared in 1979 with the Nobel Prize for Literature, the 

second and last Greek to date, to be awarded with this prize. 

He is considered one of the innovators of Greek poetry. Many 

of his poems were set to music and his collections have been 

translated into many foreign languages. He was a “bridge” 

between traditional and modern poetry. In my view, Elytis is an 

inspiration to the youth and also the most prominent Greek 

poet, and that is why his nickname “national”. He died in 

Athens at 18th of March 1996. 
 

 

  

 

Panagiotis Xanthakos 
Oropos, Greece 



Lady Gaga 
by Laura Masik from Põltsamaa, Estonia 

Lady Gaga, is an American singer, songwriter, and 
actress. She is known for her image reinventions and 
musical versatility. Gaga began performing as a 
teenager, singing at open mic nights and acting in 
school plays. Gaga began playing the piano at age four 
when her mother insisted she become "a cultured 
young woman". She took piano lessons and practiced 
through her childhood. The lessons taught her to create 
music by ear, which she preferred over reading sheet 
music.  Her parents encouraged her to pursue music 
and enrolled her in Creative Arts Camp.In 2003, at age 
17, Gaga gained early admission to Collaborative Arts 
Project 21, a music school at New York University 
(NYU)'s Tisch School of the Arts, and lived in an NYU 
dorm. She studied music there, and improved her 
songwriting skills by writing essays on art, religion, 
social issues and politics, including a thesis on pop 
artists Spencer Tunick and Damien Hirst.in my opinion 
she has really beautiful voice and shes talented too. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open_mic
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Collaborative_Arts_Project_21
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Collaborative_Arts_Project_21
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_York_University_residence_halls
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_York_University_residence_halls
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spencer_Tunick
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Damien_Hirst


 
 
 

Lewis Hamilton 

By Spyros G. 
Csenior class    

 

        

Sir Lewis was born in England in 1985, and he started his 

career at the age of 13th. He was the youngest driver ever who 

had contract with a Formula one team. Firstly Hamilton drove 

for Mclaren and in this team he won the first title. In 2013 the 

talented driver signed with Mercedes and won six 

championships in a row, breaking the world record with seven 

titles in total. In my opinion he is the best Formula one driver 

ever. I am a great supporter of him and I think that nobody can 

make the same achievements! 

 

  

 

Panagiotis Xanthakos 
Oropos, Greece 



Elon Musk 
by Andri Villems from Põltsamaa, Estonia 

Elon Musk bought twitter.....FOR ABOUT 44 BILLION! 

It's the only thing you need to hear about this 

billionaire to know his the  richest person on 

earth(alive). And well, he is the CEO of these things: 

SpaceX, Tesla, Twitter, The Boring Company, 

Neuralink, OpenAI, and the president of the 

philanthropic Musk Foundation.  

To say he owns a lot is, well true. He is even planning 

on sending people to Mars, and he wants to have it 

be that going to space would be like a family road 

trip, not so expensive and hard. Well he didn't say 

that exactly but this is just explanation of what he 

said.  

 

Photo by Royal Society 



Anyways, Tesla is apparently planning on 

releasing a bot called: "The Tesla bot", very not 

obvious naming. And he is also very smart, well I 

guess it's pretty obvious. And he is also a funny 

guy guessing based on that the most liked tweet 

was made by him and he was saying: "Next im 

buying coca cola and putting the coke back in".  

And i haven't even mentioned the fact he created 

and underground drill just because he got stuck in 

traffic and didn't want that to happen again. Fun 

fact: Tesla loses money on each sale, they just 

make profit thanks to funding from countries. 

 



 
 
 

G.Antetokounmpo 

By Roni P. 
Dsenior class    

 

        

Giannis Antetokoumpo is a professional basketball player 

that plays for the Milwaukee Bucks as a point forward (MBA). 

He was born in December 6th, 1994 in Athens, capital of 

Greece. In my opinion he is one of the best basketball players 

of all times. He won the NBA champion in 2021, he is a 2-time 

MVP (2019 & 2020) and he was the most defensive player of 

the NBA in 2020. His playing is always exciting to watch and I 

think he is a great athlete! 

Panagiotis Xanthakos 
Oropos, Greece 



Famous Person         
Kalpana Chawla  
First Indian Woman in 
Space 

 
  

In my opinion Kalpana Chawla is one of the greatest 
personalities of India, and of course a famous personality in 
the world too. She was born on 17th March, 1962 in Punjab 
(India). She was indeed a very focused, extraordinary, 
courageous, dedicated and an independent woman who set 
her eyes on space and followed through her dream. She 
took her first flight on 19 November, 1997 on Space Shuttle 
Columbia. She was the first Indian origin woman to go to 
space. But unfortunately, we lost her on 1st February, 
2003, when the Space Shuttle disintegrated over Texas 
during its re-entry into earth’s atmosphere. I admire her a 

 

By  
Arshika Rajpal 

From Indore, India  

lot for the achievements made by her. 
She made India proud by becoming the 
first Indian born women to fly in space. 
Many streets and college hostels are 
named after her in India. She will always 
remain a great source of inspiration for 
me. She has inspired all the girls around 
the world to dream big and work hard to 
achieve their dreams. 
 
 

 



 
 
 

 

Mikis Theodorakis 

By Anna V. 
Asenior class    

 

        

Mikis Theodorakis was a Greek composer and politican and he 

is originated from Crete and Minor Asia. In my opinion he was 

the best Greek composer of the 21st century. He wrote music 

for theatre, cinema, ballet, and opera. Some of his best works 

were “Alexis Zarmas” and “Axion Esti”. He died on the 2nd of 

September 2021 in Athens. 
 
 

 

  

 

Panagiotis Xanthakos 
Oropos, Greece 



Famous Person 
Narendra Modi  
Prime Minister of India 
 
  

Narendra Modi (born 17 September 1950) is an Indian 
politician serving as the 14th and current Prime Minister of 
India since 2014. He is a man of discipline and values. 
Development of our country is his first priority, and 
hardwork is his passion. Being the P.M. of our country; 
even at the age of 70 he never takes a day’s off. He works 
for 15-20 hours each day. He is determined to make India 
one of the most developed country. His confidence is 
absolutely brilliant. In my opinion, his good deeds are the 
reason, he gets respect. I admire him for his selfless love 

 

 

By  
Veer Viraj Nanwani 

From Indore, India  

towards his country and countrymen. 
I wish to be hardworking and 
disciplined like him. 
 

 

 

 

 



 
 
 

Homer 

By Thalia P. 
Esenior class    

 

        
Homer, the greatest rhapsodist of all time, is believed to 
have lived about the 9th or 8th century BCE and 
was a native of Ionia (Asia Minor). About his 
appearance we know that he was blind and that he 
had a beard and curly hair.  We are not 100% sure 
about anything we know about him because he didn’t 
use to write information about his life. He is 
mostly known for his two most popular epics, Iliad 
and Odyssey which are standards in world fiction. 
Iliad, which has 15.000 lyrics, and Odyssey, which 
has 12.000, are both divided in 24 rhapsodies 
according to the number of letters of the Greek 
alphabet. Except from these two, he is believed to 
have written more epics, several religious hymns, 
an epic parody and a comic narration of a lame 
hero. I believe that he was the best ancient Greek 
poet and that he influenced and still influences 
world literature. He is still considered the most 
famous ancient poet in the world! 

Panagiotis Xanthakos 
Oropos, Greece 



Famous Person  
Virat Kohli 
Indian Cricketer 
  

Virat Kohli is an eminent cricketer known for playing 
cricket in all formats for India. He’s the most followed 
cricketer on social media because of his amazing 
personality and contribution to Indian Cricket. He is my 
favourite cricket player. He is the most skilled batsman 
who has scored over 25000 runs for India in all three 
formats. He holds the second position for scoring the 
highest number of centuries in the world i.e. 75 centuries. 
He’s a family man who has married a leading Bollywood 
actress Anushka Sharma. He also plays for the team RCB 
that represents Bangalore in the Indian Premier League. He 

By  
Adhiraj Mandhana 

From Indore, India  

is also known as the “King of Cricket”. His 
outstanding leadership and batting have 
helped the Indian team win numerous 
times. He is an effective leader who 
knows how to move the team forward. I 
believe that Virat Kohli is the best 
cricketer of the Indian cricket team. 



 
 

Michalis K. 
Asenior class    

 

        

Giovani is one of the best football players from Brazil. He   played 

for Spanish Barcelona, Greek Olympiacos,and  Brazilian Santos. 

Internationally, he played for the Brazilian national team. He was 

part of the Brazilian team that reached  the 1998 FIFA World Cup 

Final. He was one of Barcelona’s  most   valuable  players,  but at 

Olympiacos Giovanni had the  happiest and most successful days 

of his career. He is still  remembered as a club legend by the 

supporters. A versatile   playmaker, his natural and favorite position 

was as an  attacking midfielder. He was known for his world–class    

technique, his exceptional dribbling skills, and his outstanding  flair 

and creativity on the ball. In my opinion Giovanni was an excellent 

football player. He was very fast and strong to his  movement and 

Olympiacos fans will remember him forever.  

Panagiotis Xanthakos 
 

Giovanni Oliveira 



Stray Kids 
by Mitrel Pullisaar 

Stray Kids is a South Korean 

boy band formed by JYP 

Entertainment through the 

2017 reality show of the same 

name. STAY is the official 

fandom name for the South 

Korean boy group Stray Kids. 

On August 1, 2018, five days 

ahead of their comeback, a 

video was uploaded on Stray 

Kids' YouTube channel, 

announcing the group's 

fandom name.  The video first 

showed the group's logo, then 

the word "Kids" and the letter 

"r" from "Stray" disappeared, 

revealing the group's fandom 

name to be "STAY" 

 



The group is composed 

of eight members: Bang 

Chan, Lee Know, 

Changbin, Hyunjin, Han, 

Felix, Seungmin, and I.N. 

Originally a nine-piece 

group, member Woojin 

left due to undisclosed 

personal reasons in 

October 2019.  

In 2021, Stray Kids' 

second studio album 

Noeasy became their 

first million-selling 

album. Stray Kids' music 

is generally K-pop, hip 

hop, and electronic.  

They are considered a "self-

producing" idol group as the 

members are almost always 

involved in songwriting and 

composing and sometimes 

assist in arranging. 

In August 2017, JYP 

Entertainment (JYPE) 

officially announced their 

new reality survival show 

with the goal of launching a 

male idol debut project. 

More details and teasers 

were released in the next two 

months, including the show's 

title, Stray Kids. 

They compose the majority 

of Stray Kids' songs under 

the sub-unit name. Stray Kids 

is generally known as one of 

the most unique groups as 

they created themselves, 

unlike all of JYPE's other 

groups who were created by 

the company itself. 



The group's name "Stray 
Kids" was not defined by 
JYP Entertainment but 
conceptualized by the 
members themselves. It 
originally referred to a 
lost child who wants to 
chase their dreams and 
later evolved to represent 
the idea of finding a way 
together out of the 
ordinary.  
 
in 2022, the group 
released the EPs 
Oddinary and Maxident, 
which marked their first 
appearances atop the US 
Billboard 200 and on the 
UK Albums Chart. 



The chorus emphasizes 

the feeling of the show 

with “well welcome to the 

zone, feeling good right 

now”, calling upon 

listeners to get caught up 

in the show and festivities. 

In the bridge, it 

emphasizes that no one 

can stop the show, 

encouraging listeners to 

join in on the fun and to 

not be afraid to have a 

good time. 

The song “Circus” by Stray 

Kids is about the feeling of 

entering into a new and 

exciting place as if you 

were entering a circus. It 

talks about how the group 

is unstoppable and is ready 

to make history with their 

show. It encourages 

listeners to embrace the 

unique show they will bring 

and to make their own 

“manner mode” to fit in the 

“circus.”  



The Sound 

Stray Kids' debut 

Japanese-language 

studio album, titled 

”The Sound”, was 

released on February 

22, 2023. The group will 

headline the music 

festival Lollapalooza in 

Paris for the first time 

as a K-pop artist in 

French music festival, 

scheduled to perform 

on July 21, 2023 

I belive that listening to 
Stray Kids has become a 
new hobby for thousands 
of people across the 
world.  
 
Even though I haven’t 
met them, I still belive 
that they are 
comfronting to listen to.  
 


